
PORTRAIT



We seek to create engaging 
experiences that connect, 
inspire, and leave a lasting 

impression on player’s minds.

-What We Seek



GRADUATED FROM
GOOGLE INDIE GAME ACCELERATOR

- GENERATION 2019 -



H IS TORY
-Our Awards

As part of the expansion strategy of 1 Simple Idea, in early 2013 an internal game development cell was formed 
with the goal of creating casual games based on original intellectual property.

In April 2014 Mugogy Jump, the first product of this new initiative, was released for PS Vita and iOS platforms.

Our second game, Mucho Taco was released on September 2015 for iOS and Android platforms, becoming a 
worldwide hit with over 2.1 million downloads and receiving several acknowledgments including a “Best of App 
Store” award from Apple.

Deus Cult, our 3rd title, was released worldwide in November 2017.

In 2019 we were selected by Google to be part of its acceleration program for indie game developers (Google -
Indie Game Accelerator) where they selected 30 studios (from more than 1,700 applicants) from developing 
countries all over the world, to take a 2 week long seminar at Google's HQ at Singapore and a 5 week long virtual 
follow up to finish our objectives, in this program we learned to be more professional and how to take better 
business decisions taking in consideration the market / user needs.

Our latest release is our game "Los Rulés - Crazy Match 3", it was released May 2020,

At the moment we are in the middle of production of 2 games, "Chronoloop" & "Room Roller".



ROOM ROLLER

OUR GAMES

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES EXAMPLES

MUGOGY JUMP MUCHO TACO! DEUS CULT RULES – CM3 CHRONOLOOP
--------- IN DEVELOPMENT -----------



MUGOGY JUMP!



Jump up! Through 60 levels in 4 distinct worlds 
using different Mugogy Monsters.

Destroy! Enemies and orbs with 8 unique and crazy 
power-ups. Earn your reward! Gather as many coins 

as possible among the wreck you made.

-Mugogy Jump! - Description



Simple touch and tilt gameplay!

Varied selection of characters to 
choose from!

60 fun and challenging levels!
8 unique power-ups! 

Tons of enemies to destroy! 

Quick and easy to learn!

FEATURES

Available
since Abr 02, 2014

-Mugogy Jump! - Features



MugogyJump features fun cartoonish graphics, has a 
straightforward game design and employs simple 
tilt controls, all of which makes it visually appealing 
and fun to play.

Sarah Hanlon 
The iPhone App Review

REVIEWS

-Mugogy Jump! – Reviews



AWARDS

-Mugogy Jump! - Awards

FEATURED
LATIN AMERICA

APPSTORE COLLECTION



MUCHO TACO



Mucho Taco is a fun, vibrant and beautiful take on the idle 
clicker genre with a unique swiping mechanic where you 

can make zillions of tacos using the power of the mystical 
Sun Tortilla and the guidance of Barbacoatl, an enigmatic 

Tacologist and shaman.

With his help, you will build and manage tasty taco 
restaurants, create delicious salsas and throw hot and 

vibrant fiestas!

-Mucho Taco - Description



+ 2,000,000
Downloads as of today

+ 56 COUNTRIES
Featured in the App Store

-Mucho Taco - Description

1,962,100 downloads

iOS

Android

42.7%

46.1%

14.8%

17.3%

1d retention 7d retention Downloads Rating

1,233,391
709,988

4.72
4.77

3.3%

2.8%

30d retention



Build your taco empire.

Invest in over 30 taco stands.
Cash in your tacos for a cosmic currency to 

boost your production even more.
Complete awesome oven quests.

Invest in loads of new tacos.
Smash piñatas for epic prizes.

Collect salsa ingredients to maximize 
your taco investment.

Beautiful and colorful pixel art.

FEATURES

Available
since Sep 3, 2015

-Mucho Taco - Features



That game had a great balance 
between being a "free-to-play 
clicker" and being a fun and fair 
game, so I'm definitely intrigued 
by what Mucho Taco could be.

Carter Dotson
Touch Arcade Writer

Mucho Taco is an adorable and 
colorful game that has you 
swiping the screen to make tacos 
left and right.

Brittany Vincent 
Modojo Writer

REVIEWS

-Mucho Taco - Reviews



AWARDS

-Mucho Taco - Awards

BEST 15
INDEPENDENT GAMES

APP STORE

10 GREATEST CLICKER
APP STORE COLLECTION

BEST OF 2015
APP STORE

MEXICAN PRIDE
APP STORE

BEST OF SEPTEMBER
APP STORE



DEUS CULT



Deus Cult is a tribute-management game set in a 
pre-apocalyptic world. Join humanity’s last line of 
defense and carefully manage your resources to 

appease the Gods. 

Plan your strategy and offer Money, Faith or Blood 
as a tribute, while the Gods unleash plagues that 

bring the end of the world closer.

-Deus Cult - Description



Unique puzzle mechanics. Free and easy to 
play, but challenging to master.

Fulfill the creature’s will by managing 
a wide variety of tributes.
Multiple plagues that create

unique challenges.

An ample number of scenarios to 
solve. Only the best can obtain the 
coveted Golden Medal of Mercy in 

each stage.

FEATURES

Available
since Oct 26, 2017

-Deus Cult - Features



Something that caught the attention of Deus Cult is 
that it presents high quality pixel art graphics.
In addition, its characters present an endearing 
aspect that makes the apocalyptic world attractive.

Rogelio "Roger" Vela

REVIEWS

-Deus Cult - Reviews



AWARDS

-Deus Cult - Awards

HONORARY MENTION
MEXICAN VIDEOGAMES COMPETITION

"VIDEOJUEGOS MX 2017"



DEUS CULT



Play in 5 different worlds and 50 exciting levels 
alongside The Rulés!

Get ready for a crazy puzzle matching challenge 
inspired by The Rules!

Join Jorge and Diego on a puzzle experience to slide 
and match-3 crazy and unique items for FREE!

-Deus Cult - Description



CRAZY MATCH-3 PUZZLE GAMEPLAY
Slide irreverent and colorful items to match 3 or more of the same type and 

test your matching skills!

SELECT YOUR FAVORITE "RULE"
Play with Jorge or Diego and make him win the challenge!

EXCLUSIVE ILLUSTRATIONS SPECIALLY CREATED FOR EACH CHARACTER
Have fun watching your favorite character illustrations and amazing reactions.

DISCOVER UNIQUE CONTENT
More than 9 different animations and crazy content for every world!

FEATURES

Available
since May 16, 2020

-Deus Cult - Features



LEAP THROUGH TIME
and CHANGE DESTINY





The story is about a young warrior named Korish that lives in 
“Ashborn”, a medieval city built upon technological rubble.

Many years ago the robots suddenly came to invade the land and ever 
since then Ashborn has been at war.

The game starts when all the great warriors have been slayed and the 
only ones left to defend Ashborn are Korish and his friends. During the 
battle with the robots Korish dies, but immediately after he wakes up, 

days before the battle, with all his memories intact.

-Chrono Loop - Description



GENERAL ASPECTS

GENRE
STRATEGY RPG & ADVENTURE

RATING
T-TEEN

BUSINESS MODEL
FREEMIUM

GAME ENGINE
UNITY

Auto Chess Combat Style

Consumable IAPs and Rewarded Videos Firebase for Live Ops

Midcore



CORE ELEMENTS

STRATEGY

RPG

ADVENTURE

Manage activities, get stronger to defeat your enemies and discover the backstory behind the current state of the world.

Auto Chess Combat Style



VISUAL STYLE



CHARACTER PORTRAITS



GAMEPLAY



- WORK IN PROGRESS -



CORE LOOP



IN–GAME ECONOMY



I’M NOT JELLY



I'm not Jelly is a game that takes you to a distant universe, where small 
but not defenseless creatures made of jelly fight for their lives against 

aggressive aliens who seek to devour this delicious beings.

The player, their leader, must guide his gelatinous troops to victory by  
creating new and better versions of his soldiers inside the laboratory.  

From bottom to top, body and weapons have unique properties in 
combat that affect their looks drastically. 

Progress is made through different combat scenarios where either 
rules, team members or enemies change between one another. 

Sometimes you may encounter an enemy or two, sometimes none or one 
bigger and stronger than yourself.

-I’m Not Jelly - Description



Ovidio Escobedo
Partner & Director

Karina Lomelí
Production assistant

Augusto Vázquez
Lead programmer

Jorge Diez
Lead Animator

Francisco Lara
Partner & Strategist

Ricardo Paredes
Lead artist / Animator

Heriberto Chávez
Artist

Issac Ochoa
Programmer

Ricardo Ibarra
Lead technical artist

Román Murillo
Game designer

MEET PART OF THE TEAM…

Miguel Reyes
Animator

Jorge Silvadoray
Lead artist



WE WANT TO KNOW
YOUR OPINION!
WWW.1SIMPLEGAME.COM


